THE CHRISTMAS WAR CRY A SPECIAL I.C.C. NUMBER

The marvelous object lesson in the picturesque presentation put before us at our great
International gathering in the coming together of the people of all nations, tongues and colors
suggested to me that our Christmas War Cry be composed entirely of pictures; and if speech is
silver, and silence is golden, then this issue must surely be among the most valuable yet
published, for none can lay against it the charge of a multitude of words.
This number being entirely of a pictorial character, appeals to me as being peculiarly in harmony
with Salvation Army History and methods.
Our organization is in itself one of the greatest object lessons of the Christian world, and its living
pictures of the omnipotent power of God at work upon finite frailty has convinced and won tens
of thousands all around the globe. While it is true that The Army leads the way in the emphasis
which it lays on personal testimony, yet it is also true that we have never relied wholly or even
chiefly upon the agency of speech in propagating the full salvation of God. We have laid siege
as much to eye-gate as to ear-gate. To this purpose is our Flag, with its colors waving the cardinal
points in our faith; our world recognized uniform making our people known and read of all men
as servants of God and soldiers of the Cross; our streets parades bringing a breath of Heaven
into earth’s most polluted atmospheres, and forcing the attention of Godless crowds by our
flaring advertisement of the claims of a higher and purer life.
Herein has been The Army’s great power. Thousands who would never have stayed to listen
have been forced to see. They have looked upon our clothing labeled with the profession of
“other worldliness”; they have looked upon our faces lit with the peace that grows from
consciences right before God and man; they have looked upon our lives, standing out separated
from, in, and yet not of this realm of time, not because of any difference in our humanity, but
because of some constraining, empowering, transforming truth at work in us and through us.
And, although seeing is not always believing, thank God, there are a myriad instances where
sight has been turned into faith.
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Our International Congress, of which these pictures give a reflection, was again a mighty object
lesson of what The Army is in spirit, in extent and in force. At the Crystal Palace demonstration
fifty thousand persons had passed through the turnstiles by 8:30 in the morning, and throughout
the day the crowd so increased that by evening time, the London Times stated, it was one of the
largest that ever gathered on the Palace grounds. In the Grand March Fast, when the General
reviewed the forces, forty thousand of whom were oversea delegates.
In the great Public Gatherings the addresses were translated into thirty-three languages for the
benefit of the foreigners present, and it is estimated that those who attended the Congress
meetings and gatherings approximated a million and a quarter persons.
This unprecedented Congress was indeed a demonstration of The Salvation Army’s numerical
might, and will ever stand in the memory of all those privileged to attend those mighty
cosmopolitan gatherings as an imperishable monument to the life work of my father, its founder;
and its revelation of all nations, all classes, all climes, and all characters ingathered beneath the
one Salvation Flag was an eloquent testimony to the immensity of his heart, which thought not
for one alone, but carried the needs of all peoples upon its great tender depths. A European
military man once said to him: “General Booth, you are not an Englishman, you do not belong
to any one nation, you are a man and belong to humanity.” So, because of his great compassion
for all men which pulsated through the whole world, and the glorious example of being the
servant of all that he gave us, we his children in the faith and followers in arms equally belong to
humanity. The Salvationist – his service, his talents, his time, his love, his life – are all thrown into
the one great cup of the world’s need.
Oh, God, this Christmas season, shed abroad in our hearts a wider, brighter measure of that
ineffable, all-embracing love which in humble birth, and selfless life, and torturous death won for
all men everywhere Heaven’s own gifts of good-will and universal peace.
(N.Y.W.C.)
December 19, 1914
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